FLEXIBLE AND PRECISE SPREADING CAPACITY

The DosiMat DMX Precision Distributor
Suitable for variable spreading capacities

High distribution precision regardless of the spreading capacity

Patented membrane for uniform airflow

Up to 15 kg less weight thanks to the use of new materials

Easy to maintain: easy access to all relevant elements when the cover is open

Adapted rotor contour for the most variable spreading capacity combined with the highest distribution accuracy

Optimized cutting performance thanks to new blade contour and torsionally stiff housing
With spreading technology, users not only have to consider the economic efficiency of a machine, but are now also confronted with the stricter legal requirements of the German fertilizer regulations. The new design of the DosiMat DMX precision distributor allows both. There is also a flow-optimized rotor, which provides outstanding distribution precision. Irrespective of whether the DosiMat DMX is distributing small or large spreading capacities, the precision distributor can be used flexibly without reconstruction measures, and shreds and distributes the liquid manure precisely at all times. The DosiMat DMX’s easy-to-service design proves just as practical. There are fewer hex-head screw plugs, the housing can be opened quickly and the rotor is easier to access.

**Advantages of the DosiMat DMX**

**Plastic housing cover**
- Dimensionally stable and slightly curved for more air volume and improved distribution precision
- Reduces the weight of the DosiMat DMX by up to 15 kg

**Ventilation**
- Automatic regulation of the airflow thanks to a patented membrane
- Ensures uniform flow of the liquid manure into the discharge hoses

**Bar or star rotors**
- Processing of various spreading capacities without reconstruction measures
- Higher maximum spreading capacity compared with similar models
- Constant high distribution precision irrespective of the flow rate

**Cutting blade**
- Reliable shredding and homogenization of the liquid manure thanks to optimized cutting contours

**Sealing package**
- Prevents mixing of hydraulic oil and the medium
- Simple identification of leaks via leakage checks

**Ease of service**
- Easy-to-service design for simple maintenance of all relevant elements

### Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of outlets</td>
<td>8 – 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hose diameter</td>
<td>DN 40/DN 50/DN 60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What we offer
We provide solutions in the following sectors:
AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY, BIOGAS, INDUSTRY, TRANSPORTATION, WASTEWATER

Our broad range of products and services
• Consulting and service
• Data management and control technology
• Disintegration technology
• Individually tailored solutions for special applications
• Pumps and pump systems
• Solid matter feeders
• Solids reduction, separators and mixers
• Spreading technology
• Supply, disposal and cleaning
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